RDS™ WES-WCS Orchestrates Pick, Pack, and Ship Automation Across the Entire Warehouse

RDS drives people and AMRs simultaneously
Pack and ship automation simplified

RDS™ Real-time Distribution Software is our modular and scalable Tier 1 Warehouse Execution and Control System (WES-WCS). RDS includes a complete family of software automation modules to control and manage technologies that streamline pick, pack, and ship order fulfillment.

RDS software solutions have increased productivity and accuracy in thousands of demanding manufacturing and distribution operations. RDS has all the tools required to accelerate distribution performance at new and existing warehouse operations.

RDS™ Automated Warehouse Systems
Family of Software Modules

- Order Release Optimization
- Victory Voice
- Pick to Light
- ASRS & Mini Loads
- Scan-Weigh-Dimensioning (SWD)
- Print and Apply Labeling
- GTP Automation
- Cloud Integration Ready
- Cloud Integration Ready
- Robotics

- Cartonization Software
- AMR Robotic Picking
- Put Wall and Sorter Order Consolidation
- Labor Tracking and Reporting
- Print-Fold-Insert (PFI)
- Conveyor Controls and High-Speed Sortation

Define & Design Engineering Services:
- Facility selection and sizing
- Value stream mapping
- Process improvement design services
- SKU slotting and profiling based on dimensional velocity
- Racking system design
- Automation, technology, and software selection
- Material handling system design
- Conveyor and sorting system integration
- Turnkey distribution center implementation & automation

Numina Group is a leading independent material handling and warehouse automation integrator with more than three decades of industry expertise delivering solutions tailored to our customer’s requirements.

Contact us at numinagroup.com to learn more about selecting and implementing warehouse automation technologies and services that streamline your operation.